Construction Underway on School of Education at The College of New Jersey

PHILADELPHIA, PA., January 12, 2011 – Environetics is proud to announce that construction is underway at The College of New Jersey on the new School of Education building. Environetics is providing architecture, interior design, structural engineering and mep engineering for this 79,000 gsf building. The School of Education at the College of New Jersey, as part of its mission, seeks to facilitate social change through programs for underserved and differently-abled populations. The building is highly accessible and features, in addition to its standard smart class-rooms and lecture rooms, special model classroom environments for hands-on teacher training and assistive technology. A science teacher training lab takes advantage of “revealed” building systems as a teaching opportunity while providing a flexible environment to research science teaching methods in a variety of classroom settings. The building’s appearance will be in keeping with the campus’ Collegiate Georgian vocabulary, but beneath the traditional façade lie sophisticated energy efficient systems using the latest technology to meet the standards required for a LEED silver rating.

About Environetics… Designing Environments That Work

Collaborating with clients, whose values they share, Environetics seeks to create environments that make a positive difference in the lives of their users and for the community.

Environetics is a full-service architecture, interior design, engineering, and LEED consulting firm specializing in the corporate, academic, healthcare/senior care, industrial, hospitality/retail, residential, recreation/fitness and the public sector markets. With independently owned offices located in New York, Philadelphia, New Jersey, Los Angeles, and Seoul, Korea, and over 70 staff, the alliance can access a broad geographic area and knowledge base to better serve our clients.

We invite you to MEET Environetics at www.Environetics.com